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13.1 Outline

• Hadamard Design

• Supersaturated

• Compressed Sensing

• Totally Random Design

13.2 Types of Optimal Design

Check out reference by Atkinson, Donev, and Tobias. Let x1, . . . , xn ∈ X and make features
Fi = (1xi1 xi2 . . . x

2
i1 x

2
i2 . . . xi,p−1 xip)

T . Then, F = (F T
1 . . . F

T
n )T ∈ Rn×k. Under linear

regression model, β = (F TF )−1F TY , and we want this estimated β to be unbiased and have
low variance. That is, we want var(β̂) = (F TF )−1σ2 where Var(y) = σ2In to be small. Since
var(ŷ(x)) = var(f(x)T β̂ = fT (F TF )−1fσ2, if we want this value to be small, we want it for
all values of x.

13.2.1 D-Optimal

It is the most famous optimal design. Pick x1, . . . , xn ∈ X to minimize det(F TF )−1 =
(|F TF |)−1 so that (F TF )−1σ2 can be minimized. Similarly, you can maximize |F TF | or
minimize log|F TF |−1.

13.2.2 A-Optimal

Minimize tr(|F TF |−1)

13.2.3 G-Optimal

Maximize var(f(x)T β̂ for some x ∈ X where restricted to some meaningful range.

13.2.4 E-Optimal

Minimize the maximum of 1
λi

where λi is an eigenvalue of F TF .
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13.2.5 V-Optimal

Minimize
∫
x

var((f(x))T β̂)g(x)dx. Predict at a point in set x using distribution g(x). Since
using average variance going forward, maybe the best!

13.2.6 Implementing Optimal Design

We can use calculus, convex optimization, and simulation to find get the optimal design.

Example 1. E[Y |X = x] = β1x + β2x
2 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. To minimize variance of β̂2, put

n√
2

observations at x =
√

2 − 1, and n(1 − 1√
2
) at x = 1. Allocate n observations, so that

number in set A = n× Pr(A) for some optimal distribution.

Usually, number of points in optimal design equals number of parameters in the model.
Make sure not to leave out any important details rather than using without tweaking.

13.3 Hadamard Matrices

Also known as Plackett Burman. Useful when there are many variables but not many
points. H ∈ −1, 1n×n with HTH = nI (orthogonal columns), HHT = nI (orthogonal rows).
Suppose you have a budge of n rows. You may, but not always, find the Hadamard Matrix.
If Hn exists, n is 1 or 2 or 4m for some m ≥ 1. (Note that in a factorial design, you
can’t have it for powers of 2.) That is, if 4m ≤ 1000, you can find a Hadamard Matrix if
n 6∈ {668, 716, 892}. Worst case, you can get 3 more points. Basically you can almost always
find HM.

Example 2. One example of a working Hadamard Matrix:
+ +
+ -

Hadamard Matrix Hn and H̃n are equivalent if we can get H̃n by permutating rows,
permutating columns, toggling the sign in some rows, or toggling the sign in some columns.
Even accounting for that, there are so many Hadamard matrices.

n number of distinct HM
n is 12 or less 1

n=16 5
n=20 3
n=24 60
n=28 487
n=32 13,710,027

HM have resolution III, where main effects are uncorrelated with each other. Take last
n− 1 columns, n points design in n− 1 variables. If A is a HM of size n×n, and B is a HM
of size m×m, A⊗B is also a HM:
A⊗B =
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a1,1B a1,2B · · · a1,nB
...

...
. . .

...
an,1 an,2 · · · an,n


Also, if pα is a prime power and pα + 1 ≡ 0mod4, then there exiss Hpα+1 (Paley construc-

tion). X = Hn gives var(β̂) = σ2(XTX)−1 = σ2

n
In.

Example 3. H4m with 4m− 1 (can drop 1st column) variables and 4m observations for all
pairs of variables. If

(
H4m
−H4m

)
, then n = 8m observations and 4m variables for all 8 xixjxk

combinations.

Figure 13.1. H12 for 11 variables. Choose any 3 of them. Since the cube has only 8 points, some points
need to have 2 points. In that case, it looks like a full factorial plus half fraction, managed to do with 11
variables

.

13.4 Supersaturated Design

Number of factors m > n − 1. For y = xβ + ε, rank|x| = m, and XTX singular, we hope
that β is sparse. That is mostly βj’s to be 0 or tiny compared to dominating ones. Then
find those coefficients for regression.
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Example 4. Let’s say there are ≤ 1 out of 1000 people with some blood disease. Take
3 samples per person, pool samples, test that says yes or no. 3000 blood samples can be
obtained at a low cost, but analyzing on a machine is more expensive. Pool blood sample
from person 001, 010, 020, . . . , 990. Take blood from all those 100 people, run through test,
see if anyone of them have blood disease. If they did have blood disease, we got it from 1000
down to 100, and only did one test. If they did not, can run 10 tests by participants with
the same last digit (0 to 9). Learn either no disease, or eliminate 900 people down to 100
people. Look at the second do the last digit down to less than or equal to 10. Third digit
clinches. Did 30 tests, which is way less than 1000. It was possible because of sparsity.

How do we implement this design? Let’s say there are n observations, p variables, and
x ∈ {−1, 1}n×p. We choose the matrix by:

• Satterthwaite (1959): randomly (might work for very big data like million observa-
tions). Can toss a coin to put half to 1’s and the other half to -1’s, each column
independent.

• Booth & Cox (1962): let S = XTX and n < p. Ideally, Hadamard would give nIp
but will not happen if n < p. Can minimize sumi<jS

2
ij where Sij is a correlation

between i and j, hoping that off-diagonal values are close to 0. Problem here is that
sometimes some Sij = n, and two columns can be the same or opposite (maybe worse
than random).

• min maxi<j|Sij|: minimize the worst collision, but can be tricky to implement. Can
use computer to find such matrix.

• Dennis Lin (1993): take half a Hadamard matrix (pick half the rows at random)

• Jeff Wu: took last n−1 columns of Hn and adjoins the pairwise products for (n−1)C2

of them. May get some bad Sij’s.

13.5 Design for Compressed Sensing

Good for small number of important variables. Take random subset of rows of Hadamard or
Fourier matrix.
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